
CABINET DOORS
Modern Design Made Easy.
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REHAU offers the largest selection cabinet doors for modern living 
environments. By offering fully fabricated doors, we are making 
it easier for cabinet makers, regardless of their volume, to take 
advantage of the growing demand for modern components. 

Choose from high-gloss, glass matte, natural and metal 
surfaces, and we’ll deliver...

We deliver modern design to your door in days. With zero-joint 
perfection and 60+ finishes from which to choose, REHAU  
takes the stress out of modern and lets you do what you do  
best: satisfy your customers.

Customer Service Contacts
Hours  |  Monday-Friday, 8am to 7pm EST
Email   |  orders@rehau.com
www.na.rehau.com/cabinetdoors

United States  Phone (888) 734-2810 Fax (616)-285-7622
Canada Phone (888) 905-0345 Fax (514) 905-0490

Doors

finished with

REHAU

LaserEdge™
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Do what you do best.  
Satisfy your customers.

High-gloss.
 Surfaces with depth.
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RAUVISIO BRILLIANT
Mirror High-gloss Acrylic Surface

RAUVISIO brilliant™ offers the highest quality in 
high-gloss components. Our components feature 
double-sided high-gloss with matching mirror-gloss 
edgeband. The high-gloss acrylic surfaces are 
laminated onto super refined MDF using PUR glue 
in a clean room environment to ensure a mirror-like 
reflective quality.

20+ years of UV 
resistance

Mirror-like 
reflective quality

Intense color 
depth

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Zero-joint 
technology

Heat and humidity 
resistant

Warp resistant 

Double-sided 
high-gloss
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Bianco 5000B Meringa 5026B

Magnolia 5335B Prugna 5642B

Vino 5641B Marrone 1679L

Notte 1680L Moro 5112B

Gabbiano 6339B Bigio 6340B

Cubanite 5338B Rame 1678L
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Profile Specifications
Appearance High-gloss
Door style Slab and shaker
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction PUR laminated face and back, REHAU  LaserEdge
Shaker stiles and rails 2-1/2 in., 2-3/4 in. and 3 in. 
Face material High-gloss acrylic - multiple colors
Back material High-gloss acrylic - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color
Core	 Super-refined	MDF
Board thickness 3/4 in (19.5 mm)
 

Size Parameters
Minimum 3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum 50 x 109 in (1270 x 2768.6 mm)
Minimum shaker size 6 x 12 in (152.4 x 304.8 mm) using 2.5 in. rails
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish	-	standard	 Mirror	gloss	-	color	matched
Edgeband	finish	-	optional	 V-Edge	two-toned	metallic	-	color	matched	(select	colors)

Refacing Options
PSA sheet 51 x 110 x .031 in (1300 x 2800 x 0.9 mm) acrylic sheet  
	 with	pre-applied	adhesive

High-gloss acrylic laminate

High-gloss acrylic laminateHigh-gloss LaserEdge

High-gloss acrylic laminate

High-gloss acrylic laminateHigh-gloss LaserEdge 3/4" min. stiles and rails

High-gloss 
acrylic 

laminate

1/4" nom.
center panel

Slab profile

Shaker profile
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO brilliant is flat laminated to a high-quality super-refined 
engineered MDF core. An engineered core provides a stable, 
consistent substrate which virtually eliminates warping.  

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with REHAU LaserEdge, which 
provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board that rivals solid surfaces and 
exceeds high-end lacquered finishes.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. Do 
not dry-wipe the acrylic finish. Avoid abrasive cleaners, solvent based 
cleaners and harsh chemicals. Do not use paper towels, brushes or 
scouring pads. REHAU is not responsible for any damage done by 
abrasive cleaning products or procedures.  

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top of the high-gloss surfaces, 
as well as to the edgebanded sides. Do not expose peel coat to direct 
sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after installing cabinet but 
prior to mounting decorative hardware. To remove peel coat, use 
rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.
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RAUVISIO RADIANT
High-gloss PET Surface

RAUVISIO radiant™ offers excellent value and 
consistent quality in high-gloss components. Our 
components feature single-sided high-gloss with 
matching mirror-gloss edgeband. The high-gloss 
surface is created by using the highest quality PET 
film (highest temperature and UV resistance of any 
PET film) applied over a melamine board.

Excellent UV 
resistance

Batch-to-batch 
color consistency

Highest quality 
PET film

Matching 
high-gloss and 
matte colors

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Zero-joint 
technology

Heat and humidity 
resistant

Warp resistant 
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White 154208 Pearl White 154210

Black 154209 Zebrawood 154219

Grey 154213 Storm Grey 154211

Ebony 154220 Grey Pine 154222
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Profile Specifications
Appearance High-gloss
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction	banded	 PET	film	applied	over	melamine	board,	REHAU	LaserEdge
Face	material	 PET	film	-	multiple	colors
Back material Melamine - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color 
Core Melamine board
Grain	direction	 Choose	vertical	or	horizontal	 
(woodgrains	only)	 (not	cabinet	matched)
Board thickness 3/4 in (18.5 mm)
 
Size Parameters
Minimum 3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum 47 x 109 in (1193.8 x 2768.6 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish	 Mirror	gloss	-	color	matched

High-gloss PET film

Color-matched melamineHigh-gloss LaserEdge
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO radiant uses a PET film applied (via proprietary manufactur-
ing process) to a melamine board. A melamine board is an engineered 
core that provides a stable, consistent substrate, virtually eliminating 
warping.

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with REHAU LaserEdge, which 
provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board that rivals solid surfaces and 
high end lacquered finishes.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
While the high-gloss surface is scratch resistant, it should never be 
dry-wiped. Avoid abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners and harsh 
chemicals. Do not use paper towels, brushes or scouring pads. 
REHAU is not responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning 
products or procedures.

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top of the high-gloss surface, 
as well as to the edgebanded sides. Do not expose peel coat to direct 
sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after installing cabinet but 
prior to mounting decorative hardware. To remove peel coat, use 
rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.





Glass.
A glass kitchen  

for real life.
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RAUVISIO CRYSTAL
Polymer Back-painted Glass

RAUVISIO crystal™ gives all of the beauty of 
back-painted glass with none of the drawbacks.  
It can be cut and drilled with normal woodworking 
tools, and doesn’t require an aluminum frame. Our 
components feature matching duo-design laser 
edgeband. The RAUVISIO crystal glass acrylic sur-
faces are laminated onto super-refined MDF using 
specially formulated PUR glue in a clean room en-
vironment to ensure optical grade reflective quality 
and perfectly balanced panels.

10x more break 
resistant

Scratch resistant Normal  
woodworking tool 
processing

No aluminum 
frame

Intense color 
depth

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Zero-joint 
technology

Heat and humidity 
resistant

Warp resistant Marker board with 
no ghosting
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Bianco  High-gloss V2778  Perla  High-gloss V2892  Magnolia  High-gloss 73703  Corniola  High-gloss 1683L  

Fumo  High-gloss 1686L  
  

Sabbia  High-gloss 1687L  Menta  High-gloss 1684L Azzurro  High-gloss 1685L  
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Profile Specifications
Appearance Back-painted glass
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction PUR laminated face and back, REHAU LaserEdge
Face	material	 Two-layer	high-gloss	acrylic	-	multiple	colors
Back material Balancing sheet - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color 
Core	 Super	refined	MDF
Board thickness 3/4 in (19 mm)
 
Size Parameters
Minimum   3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum  50 x 109 in (1270 x 2768.6 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish	-	standard	 Duo	design	-	color	matched
Edgeband	finish	-	optional	 Mirror-gloss	-	color	matched	(select	colors)

2.0 mm acrylic glass laminate

2.0 mm color-matched laminateDuo-design LaserEdge

Clear

Color
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO crystal is flat laminated to a high-quality super-refined 
engineered MDF core. An engineered core provides a stable, 
consistent substrate which virtually eliminates warping.  

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with duo-design REHAU LaserEdge, 
which provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board that looks like real glass. The 
duo-design laser REHAU LaserEdge has a 2.0 mm clear layer at the 
top to match the 2.0 mm crystal glass laminate sheet, with an 
invisible functional layer that allows the glass effect to continue all the 
way to the edge.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
RAUVISIO crystal has a very hard, scratch-resistant finish. However, 
solvent-based cleaners and harsh chemicals should be avoided. Avoid 
abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners and harsh chemicals. Do 
not use paper towels, brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is not 
responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning products or 
procedures.  

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top of the high-gloss polymer 
glass surface, as well as to the edgebanded sides. Do not expose peel 
coat to direct sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after 
installing cabinet but prior to mounting decorative hardware. To 
remove peel coat, use rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.

Design Awards
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RAUVISIO CRYSTAL MATTE
Polymer Back-painted Frosted Glass

RAUVISIO crystal™ matte gives all of the beauty  
of back-painted frosted glass with none of the 
drawbacks. It can be cut and drilled with normal 
woodworking tools and doesn’t require an aluminum 
frame. Our components feature matching duo- 
design REHAU LaserEdge laser edgeband. The 
RAUVISIO crystal glass acrylic surfaces are laminat-
ed onto super-refined MDF using specially formulat-
ed PUR glue in a clean room environment to ensure 
the highest quality and perfectly balanced panels.

10x more break 
resistant

Scratch resistant Normal  
woodworking tool 
processing

No aluminum 
frame

Intense color 
depth

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Zero-joint 
technology

Heat and humidity 
resistant

Warp resistant 
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Bianco  Matte 1696L 

 

Perla  Matte 1697L Magnolia  Matte 1698L Corniola  Matte 1699 

Fumo  Matte 1702L 

 

Sabbia  Matte 1703L Menta  Matte 1700L Azzurro Matte 1701L
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Profile Specifications
Appearance Frosted back-painted glass
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction PUR laminated face and back, REHAU LaserEdge
Face material Matte acrylic - multiple colors
Back material Matte acrylic - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color 
Core	 Super	refined	MDF
Board thickness 3/4 in (19 mm)
 
Size Parameters
Minimum   3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum  50 x 109 in (1270 x 2768.6 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius or 45° 3 x 3 mm chamfer
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish	-	standard	 Elegant	matte	-	color	matched

2.0 mm acrylic glass laminate

2.0 mm color-matched laminateElegant matte LaserEdge

45° chamfered
edge

2.0 mm acrylic glass laminate

2.0 mm color matched laminateElegant matte LaserEdge

Bevel edge

Radius edge
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO crystal is flat laminated to a high-quality super-refined 
engineered MDF core. An engineered core provides a stable, 
consistent substrate, virtually eliminating warping.

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with our matching elegant matte 
REHAU LaserEdge, which provides a seamless joint that is extremely 
heat and moisture resistant. The result is a seamless board that 
mimics frosted glass. The elegant matte REHAU LaserEdge is 
trimmed at 45°, giving a glossy chamfered edge just like real frosted 
glass when cut, or you can choose a traditional radius edge. The 
bottom edge is a typical radius to give a proper appearance against 
the cabinet.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed.
RAUVISIO crystal has a very hard, scratch-resistant finish. However,
solvent-based cleaners and harsh chemicals should be avoided. Avoid
abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners and harsh chemicals. Do
not use paper towels, brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is not
responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning products or
procedures.

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top of the frosted glass matte 
surface, as well as to the edgebanded sides. Do not expose peel coat 
to direct sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after installing 
cabinet but prior to mounting decorative hardware. To remove peel 
coat, use rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.





Do what you do best.  
Satisfy your customers.

Matte.
 Super soft look

and feel.
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FENIX NTM
Nanotech Matte Material

FENIX NTM® is a next generation laminate surface 
that uses nanotechnology to achieve a super matte 
finish, that doesn’t show fingerprints, and is very 
durable and heat resistant. Our components fea-
ture matching REHAU LaserEdge edgeband. The 
FENIX NTM surfaces are laminated onto MDF or 
particleboard with the top surface being FENIX NTM 
laminate and the backer sheet, a perfectly balanced 
color-matched HPL sheet.

Thermal healing Low reflectivity Anti-fingerprint

Enhanced 
anti-bacterial 
properties

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Soft touch

Scratch resistant Zero-joint 
technology

Warp resistant Heat and humidity 
resistant

Chemical 
resistant

Suitable for 
contact with food
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Bianco Male 0029 Grigio Londra 0718Bianco Kos 0032Bianco Alaska 0030

Grigio Bromo 0724

Zinco Doha 2628

Grigio Efeso 0725

Bronzo Doha 2629

Nero Ingo 0720Blu Delft 0721

Titanio Doha 2638Piombo Doha 2630
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Profile Specifications
Appearance Super matte
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction PUR laminated face and back, REHAU LaserEdge
Face material Super matte nanotech laminate - multiple colors
Back material HPL - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color 
Core	 Super-refined	MDF	or	particleboard
Board thickness 13/16 in (21 mm)
 
Size Parameters
Minimum   3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum   50 x 119 in (1270 x 3022.6 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish		 Elegant	matte-	color	matched

Super matte nanotechnology laminate

Color-matched HPL laminateMatching edgeband
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Board Specifications
FENIX NTM is flat laminated to a high-quality engineered MDF or 
particleboard core. An engineered core provides a stable, consistent 
substrate, virtually eliminating warping.

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with REHAU LaserEdge, which 
provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board that looks like a matte solid 
surface.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
While FENIX NTM is resistant to most chemicals, solvent-based 
cleaners and harsh chemicals should be avoided. Do not use brushes 
or scouring pads. REHAU is not responsible for any damage done by 
abrasive cleaning products or procedures.

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top and bottom surfaces, as 
well as to the edgebanded sides. Do not expose peel coat to direct 
sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after installing cabinet but 
prior to mounting decorative hardware. To remove peel coat, use 
rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.
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RAUVISIO SKY AND URBAN
Super Matte PET Surface

RAUVISIO sky™ and RAUVISIO urban™ offer  
excellent value and consistent quality in super  
matte components. Our components feature single 
sided super matte with matching matte edge-
band. The super matte surface is created by using 
the highest quality PET film (highest temperature 
and UV resistance of any PET film) applied over a 
melamine board.

Batch-to-batch 
color consistency 

Matching 
high-gloss and 
matte colors

Highest quality 
PET film

Low reflectivity

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Zero-joint 
technology

Warp resistant 

Heat and humidity 
resistant

Excellent UV 
resistance
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White 154208

Black 154224White 154223

Black 154209Storm Grey 154211Grey 154213

RAUVISIO sky

RAUVISIO urban
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Profile Specifications
Appearance	 Super	matte	or	decorative
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, Modern, contemporary
Construction	 PET	film	applied	over	melamine,	REHAU	LaserEdge
Face	material	 PET	film	-	multiple	colors
Back material Melamine - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color 
Core Melamine board
Board thickness  3/4 in (18.5 mm) 

Size Parameters
Minimum   3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum  47 x 109 in (1193.8 x 2768.6 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish		 Elegant	matte	-	color	matched

Matte PET film

Color-matched melamineMatte LaserEdge
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO sky and RAUVISIO urban uses a PET film applied (via 
proprietary manufacturing process) to a melamine board. A melamine 
board is an engineered core that provides a stable, consistent 
substrate, virtually eliminating warping.

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with REHAU LaserEdge, which 
provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board that looks like a matte solid 
surface.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
While the matte surface is scratch resistant, it should never be 
dry-wiped. Avoid abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners and harsh 
chemicals. Do not use paper towels, brushes or scouring pads. 
REHAU is not responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning 
products or procedures.

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the top of the super matte surface, 
as well as to the edgebanded sides. Do not expose peel coat to direct 
sunlight before removal. Remove promptly after installing cabinet but 
prior to mounting decorative hardware. To remove peel coat, use 
rubber fingertips or our peel coat removal tool.





Natural.
Bring the outside in.
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RAUVISIO TERRA
Soft, Textured HPL Surface

RAUVISIO terra™ is an extremely durable, deeply 
textured wood grain surface made from HPL rather 
than melamine paper. Our doors are double-sided, 
and feature matching deeply textured REHAU  
LaserEdge. The RAUVISIO terra laminates are 
typically laminated onto MDF or particleboard both 
top and bottom laminate sheets are identical and 
perfectly balanced.

Impact-resistantAnti-fingerprint

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Soft touch

Zero-joint 
technology

Warp resistant Heat and humidity 
resistant

Deeply embossed
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Whiskey Oak 4511

East Elm 4548

Mission Maple 4520Vineyard Oak 4526Mountain Oak 4512

Lakefront Elm 4539
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Profile Specifications
Appearance	 Natural	wood
Door style Slab or shaker
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction PUR laminated face and back, REHAU LaserEdge
Shaker stiles and rails 2-1/2 in., 2-3/4 in. and 3 in. 
Face	material	 Deep	embossed	HPL	-	five	colors
Back material Deep embossed HPL - matching color
Edgeband REHAU LaserEdge - matching color 
Core	 Super-refined	MDF	or	particalboard
Grain	direction	 Choose	vertical	or	horizontal	(not	cabinet	matched)
Board thickness  13/16 in (21 mm)
 
Size Parameters
Minimum   3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum   50 x 119 in (1270 x 3022.6 mm)
Minimum shaker size 6 x 12 in (152.4 x 304.8 mm) using 2.5 in. rails
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius 
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband	finish	 Textured-	color	matched

Refacing Options
PSA sheet 53 x 130 x .031 in (1350 x 3050 x 10 mm) HPL sheet 
	 with	pre-applied	adhesive

Textured HPL

Textured HPLMatching LaserEdge

Textured HPL

Textured HPL
Matching LaserEdge

3/4" nom. stiles and rails

Slab profile

Shaker profile

1/4" nom. center panel

Textured HPL

Textured HPL
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO terra is flat laminated to a high-quality engineered MDF or 
particle board core. An engineered core provides a stable, consistent 
substrate, virtually eliminating warping.  

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with REHAU LaserEdge, which 
provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board looks like a solid piece  
of wood.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
While the matte textured surface is scratch resistant, it should never 
be dry-wiped. However, solvent-based cleaners and harsh chemicals 
should be avoided. Do not use brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is 
not responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning products  
or procedures.

Protective Coat
There is no protective peal coat on RAUVISIO terra products
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RAUVISIO LEATHER
Genuine, Reconstituted Leather 
Surface 

RAUVISIO leather is a unique, recycled leather 
surface with a polyurethane coating. Its classic, 
warm appearance creates an elegant surface for 
high-quality furniture and interior design spaces.  
As a technically innovative material that even keeps 
the real leather aroma, RAUVISIO leather is ideal for 
today’s modern, curated lifestyle.

Leather-scentAnti-fingerprint

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Soft touch

Zero-joint 
technology

Warp resistant Heat and humidity 
resistant

Deeply embossed
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Beige BlackCaramel
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Profile Specifications
Appearance Leather
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction	 UV-coated	bonded	leather,	REHAU	LaserEdge
Face material Textured bonded leather – multiple colors
Back material Melamine - matching color
Edgeband REHAU laser edge - matching color 
Core Particleboard 
Grain	direction	 Choose	vertical	or	horizontal	(not	cabinet	matched)
 
Size Parameters
Minimum   3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum   50 x 119 in (1270 x 3022.6 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top edge 1.5 mm radius
Bottom edge 1.5 mm radius
Edgeband material - standard Textured - color matched
Edgeband material - optional  Aluminum

Blended leather surface

Melamine surfaceMatching LaserEdge
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO leather uses real, bonded leather with a polyurethane 
coating applied to a melamine board. A melamine board is an 
engineered core that provides a stable, consistent substrate, virtually 
eliminating warping.

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with REHAU LaserEdge, which 
provides a seamless joint that is extremely heat and moisture 
resistant. The result is a seamless board that rivals a solid surface.

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
Avoid abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners and harsh chemicals. 
Do not use paper towels, brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is not 
responsible for any damage done by abrasive cleaning products or 
procedures.

Protective Coat
There is no protective peal coat on RAUVISIO leather products.
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Do what you do best.  
Satisfy your customers.

Metal.
 Clean modern look.
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RAUVISIO METAL
Cool, Authentic Metal Surface

Create a cool, noticeably modern design with 
RAUVISIO metal and offer a true metal surface in 
both natural aluminum and brushed stainless steel 
finishes. The cabinet doors feature matching metal 
surfaces on all surfaces, giving it the appearance of 
a solid metal door. The metal surfaces are bonded 
to a particle board core using PUR glue.  

Impact-resistantAnti-fingerprint

Surfaces and 
edgeband 
perfectly matched

Cool touch 
tchnology

Warp resistant 

Heat and humidity 
resistant
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Brushed Stainless Steel Natural Aluminum
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Profile Specifications
Appearance Metal
Door style Slab
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction PUR laminated face and back, PUR edgebanded
Face material 1.0 mm anodized aluminum materials  
	 (aluminum	or	stainless	steel	finish)
Back material 1.0 mm anodized aluminum materials  
	 (aluminum	or	stainless	steel	finish)
Edgeband Matching anodized aluminum (aluminum or stainless steel)
Core Particle board
Grain	direction	 Vertical	
 
Size Parameters
Minimum 3 x 5 in (76.2 x 127 mm)
Maximum 50 x 110 in (1270 x 2794 mm)
 
Edgebanding Profile
Top	edge	 Bevel
Bottom	edge	 Bevel
Edgeband material 1.0 mm aluminum

Solid aluminum or stainless steel

Solid aluminum or stainless steelSolid aluminum edgeband 
(matching SS or Alu finish)
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Board Specifications
RAUVISIO metal uses solid 1.0 thick metal laminates on the front and 
back of a PUR laminated particle board core. A particle board core is 
an engineered core that provides a stable, consistent substrate, 
virtually eliminating warping.  

Edgeband Specifications
All components are edgebanded with our solid 1.0 mm thick metal 
edgebanding, which provides a permanent joint that is extremely 
water resistant. The result is a seamless board that rivals the look of a 
solid metal door without the weight.

Grain Direction
The grain direction can be specified in either horizontal or vertical 
direction, and for each component.  

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed.  
Avoid abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners, or harsh chemicals.  
Do not use brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is not responsible for 
any damage done by abrasive cleaning products or procedures.  

Protective Coat
There is no protective peal coat on RAUVISIO metal products.
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TAMBOUR DOORS
Metallic Line

REHAU Tambour Doors give full access to cabinets, 
operate smoothly and quietly and require minimal 
space with no doors that open out into the living 
area. REHAU Tambour Doors come as custom 
cut-to-size kits built to your specifications, ready to 
install with no extra cutting or fabrication. Our doors 
are scratch resistant and do not stick or swell with 
humidity. The metallic line combines the high-quality 
of look of solid aluminum or stainless steel with the 
functionality of a polymer roller shutter cabinet door.

Cool touch 
technology

Environmentally 
friendly PP 

Online configuring 

Customizable 
counterbalance 

Easy installation 

Space-saving 
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Brushed Stainless Steel Natural Aluminum
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Profile Specifications
Appearance Stainless steel or aluminum
Door style Face-mounted tambour door
Design style Modern, contemporary
Construction Anodized aluminum materials  
	 (aluminum	or	stainless	steel	finish)
Tambour	slat	width	 20	mm	or	25	mm
Handle type Recessed grip rail
Installation  Custom cut-to-size, ready-to-assemble kits
 
Size Parameters
Minimum inside height 18 in (457.2 mm)
Maximum inside height 80 in (2032 mm)
Minimum	inside	width	 18	in	(457.2	mm)	
Maximum	inside	width	 47.75	in	(1212.85	mm)
Minimum inside depth 12 in (304.8 mm)

Edgebanding Profile
Cabinet style Frameless cabinet
Cabinet	walls	 3-sided	(on	countertop)	or	4-sided
Cabinet	wall	thickness	 3/4	in	(19.05	mm)

8

25

8

20
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Tambour Door Specifications
REHAU Tambour Doors are custom, cut-to-size to your specifications 
and come in both aluminum or stainless steel finishes. The tambour 
slats are a combination of metal and polymer construction that feature 
a soft hinge design for quiet and smooth operation. The frame and 
other aesthetic components are solid metal. Tambour door kits come 
with counterbalance system to balance the weight of the door and 
keep it from slamming shut. Door kits come complete and ready to 
install with detailed instructions.

Cabinet Specifications
Your cabinet must be a frameless cabinet and can be either 4 sided or 
3 sided (on a countertop). The walls should be  3/4 in. thick, which 
provides a 1/8 in. reveal around the tambour door. The door will add  
3/4 in. thickness to the face of the cabinet, just like a standard 
cabinet door. All dimensions related to the tambour must be given as 
inside cabinet dimensions (H x W x D).  

Cleaning and Care
Clean with a damp microfiber cloth and with a mild soap if needed. 
Avoid abrasive cleaners, solvent based cleaners, or harsh chemicals. 
Do not use brushes or scouring pads. REHAU is not responsible for 
any damage done by abrasive cleaning products or procedures.  

Protective Coat
A protective peel coat is applied to the metal surfaces of the tambour 
components. Do not expose peel coat to direct sunlight before 
removal. Remove promptly after cabinet door installation. To remove 
peel coat, use rubber fingertips, or our peel coat removal tool.
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Order custom cabinet doors online through REHAU’s online order portal. 
To create a new account, go to www.na.rehau.com/cabinetdoors. 

Once you sign up, our customer service team will complete your profile and apply your personal discount.  
If you place an order before this has been done, your order will be placed on hold until your profile is 
completed. You may be required to purchase through a distributor. In this case, you can place the order 
online, and your distributor will contact you to complete your purchase.

REHAU CABINET DOORS
Modern Design. No hassles.   

With REHAU Cabinet Doors, our entire range of RAUVISIO and 
FENIX NTM surfaces is now available in custom, fully-finished 
doors.

Manufacturers are no longer limited by the need for costly laser 
edgebanding machines because we take care of the whole 
process for you -- cutting the board and finishing the door with 
perfectly matched adhesive-free REHAU LaserEdge™.

You receive a perfectly sized, finished cabinet door that is ready 
to attach and flexible enough to be altered on-site with 
drill-holes and cut-outs for handles and outlets. 

Getting Started
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Ordering Information Order Details 
- Orders placed in inches
- Order exact size down to nearest 1/16 in (1.5 mm)
- Order will be in width x height measurements
- All pricing is per square foot, FOB our fabrication center
- Shipping charges are added at time of order (when using Order Portal)

Grain Direction
For products where grain direction is applicable (RAUVISIO radiant, RAUVISIO terra and RAUVISIO metal), 
the grain direction can be selected in either horizontal or vertical direction. 

Lead Times
Lead times may vary per product. Typical orders ship within 5 business days, but up to 15 business days. 
The order portal will inform you if the lead time will be longer than 5 business days. The day after you 
receive your acknowledgement is business day one provided a PO has been sent. Please contact Customer 
Service at (888) 734-2810 for the most up to date lead times.  

Order Confirmation
All orders are confirmed within 24 hours via email. Contact Customer Service at (888) 734-2810 if you do 
not receive an order confirmation.  

All orders enter production the day following the order confirmation to allow for changes. Orders will be 
placed on hold until PO is received. Any order discrepancy must be reported to Customer Service within 24 
hours of receipt. REHAU is not liable for unreported order errors or discrepancies. 

Order Changes and Cancellations
Changes or cancellations must be received in writing within 24 hours. Any changes made after the 24 hour 
cut off may result in a 50-100%  change fee unless the order is not yet in production.

Shipping and Delivery
Orders will ship LTL or UPS based on the component size and order size. Customers have a choice 
between REHAU carrier and customer carrier. If REHAU carrier is chosen, the shipping costs will be added 
based upon size and weight at the time of order. If customer carrier is chosen, there will not be any shipping 
charges applied, however there will be a packaging fee ($25-$150) applied after the order is placed.

Samples and Showroom Products
A variety of sample options for showrooms and promotional displays are available. Contact your Account 
Manager for complete details and options.

Contact Customer Service at (888) 734-2810  to find more information on our standard range of samples. 

Our samples come in the following standard sizes:  3.5 x 6 in., 5 x 10  in., and 12 x 15 in. at a discounted 
rate compared to custom samples.  

Receiving Your Order
We strive to ship your orders accurately, completely and on time. Please inspect the contents of your 
shipment before signing your delivery receipt. If you are unable to inspect the contents upon receipt, and 
there is no visible damage to the packaging or skid, please note “Subject to Inspection for Internal 
Damage” on the bill of lading.
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Damage, Defects or Missing Product
Any damage or missing items due to damaged packaging must be documented on the bill of lading at time 
of delivery, otherwise REHAU will not be held responsible. Photograph any exterior packaging damage 
before inspecting contents.

All damage and defects, concealed or not, and missing product must be reported within 48 hours of 
receipt to Customer Service at (888) 734-2810.  When calling please have the following information 
available: Order or Article No., Tracking or BOL No and Date Received.

Remake Orders
When damages, defects, or errors are found with your order, contact Customer Service at (888) 734-2810 
within 48 hours of delivery. If the remake is due to customer error, then product, packaging and shipping 
charges will be billed, standard lead times will apply. If the remake is caused by REHAU error, then no 
charges will apply, and we will expedite the remake order.

We may request the return of defective or damaged product for inspection and will issue a pre-paid call 
tag. In most cases, digital photos will suffice.

Warranty
Components manufactured by REHAU are warranted against defects occurring in the material or manufac-
turing process under normal use for 5 years from the date of original purchase. Complete warranty 
information can be found on our website at www.na.rehau.com/warranties

Warranty covers repair or replacement of product only. REHAU’s liability will not exceed the invoiced 
amount of the covered product. Products manufactured outside our normal specifications are not covered 
by our warranty.  

Our manufacturing tolerance is +/- 1/32 in. or 1 mm. Warp specification is 1.2 mm per linear foot.  We 
recommend storing all components in a temperature controlled environment upon delivery.

Heat and Moisture Resistance
Our products are engineered to meet strict European AMK kitchen tests for heat, humidity and water vapor 
intrusion. We’ve tested to 158°F (70°C), which exceeds KCMA standards requiring 24 hours at 120°F and 
70% humidity without showing discoloration, blistering or other material failure.   

We are not responsible for material damage due to excessive heat and moisture beyond these 
specifications.

Cleaning and Care
Remove protective film immediately following installation. We recommend using rubber fingertips or our 
peel coat removal tool. We do not recommend using a razor blade or any sharp objects to remove the peel 
coat. 

Once protective film has been removed, components can be cleaned with mild soap and water and a  
damp cotton cloth. Do not use brushes, scouring pads or any abrasive materials on surfaces. Avoid any  
solvent-based cleaners or harsh chemicals.

Service and Care
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Doors and Drawer Fronts 
Components are 3/4 in. thick and are edgebanded on all four sides.

End Panels
We offer door and drawer panel matching base, tall, and wall applied end panels edgbanded on all four  
sides. End panels are rectangle, and are designed to capture the toe kick.

Filler Panels
Filler panels come as 3/4 in. thick components with your choice of either the two short sides or two long 
sides edgebanded. Note that the minimum width must be at least 3 inches for the long sides to be 
edgebanded, and the minimum width must be at least 3 inches for the short sides to be edgebanded.  
It is therefore recommended to order filler panels in 3 in. widths and then rip them down to size during 
installation.

Backsplash
We offer backsplash options using RAUVISIO crystal slim. RAUVISIO crystal slim is made from laminating a 
2.0 mm RAUVISIO crystal glass laminate to a 2.0 mm color matched balance sheet, and comes as a 4 mm 
thick panel. RAUVISIO crystal slim can be applied directly to drywall or over existing tile backsplash using 
standard polyurethane or silicone adhesive.

Raw Boards and Edgeband
We have laminated boards in 3/4 in. thickness (raw edge) available, along with matching edgeband coils for 
all of our products. Please contact our Customer Service at (888) 734-2810 for more information.

Custom Cut-to-Size Options

  Cut-to-size  1/4 in. 
Surface Board Size edged doors  Boards boards Sheets PSA Sheets

RAUVISIO	brilliant	 51	x	110	x	3/4	in	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • 
 (1300 x 2800 x 19 mm)

RAUVISIO	radiant	 49	x	110	x	3/4	in			 •	 •	 	 	  
 (1220 x 2800 x 19 mm)

RAUVISIO	crystal	and	 51	x	110	x	3/4	in											 •	 •	 	 •	  
RAUVISIO	crystal	matte	 (1300	x	2800	x	19	mm)

RAUVISIO	crystal	slim	 51	x	110	x	1/8	in										 •	 	 	 •	  
 (1300 x 2800 x 4 mm)

FENIX	NTM	 53	x	120	x	13/16	in									 •	 •	 	 •	 • 
 (1350 x 3050 x 21 mm)

RAUVISIO	sky	and	 49	x	110	x	3/4	in			 •	 •	 	  
RAUVISIO	urban	 (1220	x	2800	x	19	mm)	

RAUVISIO	terra	 53	x	120	x	13/16	in										 •	 •	 •	 •	 • 
 (1350 x 3050 x 21 mm) 

RAUVISIO	leather	 49	x	110	x	3/4	in		 •	 •	 	 	  
 (1220 x 2800 x 19 mm)

RAUVISIO	metal	 Not	applicable	 •	 	 	 	

Tambour	Doors	 Not	applicable	 •	 	 	 •	
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